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Meet Apprentice winner Tom Pellereau
Fans of the BBC television show The Apprentice can meet 2012 winner Tom
Pellereau at Harrogate International Nursery Fair this year, as Babyprice will
be offering his invention – the Stylfile Nipper Clipper. This revolutionary
product has a safety spy hole, baby nail file and distraction app allowing
parents to trim tiny nails safely and correctly. Come and meet Tom and chat
about his experiences on the afternoon of Sunday 23rd March on Babyprice
Stand A4.

Baby skincare from Sophie la girafe
The gorgeous new Sophie la girafe baby range of certified natural and
organic skincare for babies and children is being launched by 1 Two Kids at
Harrogate. Sophie la girafe is now one of the best-selling baby toys in the
world and the new range of products to care for baby’s skin carry the same
values as the award-winning toy – natural, great quality, safe, traditional
and all with a unique French touch. Visit 1 Two Kid’s Stand B6 to see this
fabulous new range which will be in stores from May 2014.

Reassuring new parents
Snuza has been at the forefront in offering peace of mind to parents of new-born babies.
The Snuza Hero is a cordless mobile movement monitor
and has a unique vibration feature which can reassert
baby’s breathing if it detects that breathing movement
has stopped for 15 seconds, followed by an alarm if
breathing does not resume. Hero’s sensitive flexible tip
gently rests on baby’s tummy and will alert parents if
breathing movements become weak or slow. Snuza Hero
and Snuza Go! clips onto baby’s nappy and is battery
operated – no cords, wires and sensor pads. Snuza provides parents with freedom of
movement. Come and see this great product for yourself on Snuza Stand QP52.

All will be unveiled!
Baby Elegance is delighted to be attending Harrogate International Nursery
Fair once again, where it will be launching some exciting new products
from buggies to one of the safest mattresses available. The company is also
launching a new wide range of colours for the Beep twist, which scooped
two Maternity & Infant awards for best travel system and best buggy for
2013. Visit Baby Elegance on Stand A1 to see all the exciting new products
to hit the UK market.

Travelling with Trunki
Trunki is bringing a selection of its newest products to Harrogate,
including the Yondi travel pillow and ToddlePak – a brand new
innovation in toddler reins. The Yondi pillow offers head and neck
support for snoozing toddlers (suitable for 2yrs+) in a loveable
range of seven colourful characters.
ToddlePak is an innovation in toddler reins with a fuss-free harness
that fits from the front and fastens from the back in one quick,
simple movement. A unique clip allows parents to adjust the waist
and shoulder straps simultaneously for a comfortable, secure fit.
The rein can be used both as a training rein for first steps or a
leading rein for bigger adventures! Like Yondi, it comes in a range
of characters that children will love. Visit Trunki on Stand H45
where it will also be showing new suitcases based on licenses with
Lotus F1 and Hello Kitty.

